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Cold Plasma Jet Coupled Nanosecond Laser Ablation
Scheme For Plasmonic Nanostructured Surfaces

Taj Muhammad Khan,* Nazim Aslam, Amjad Iqbal, Shahab Ahmed Abbasi,
and Dilawar Ali

This paper describes a study where an argon cold plasma jet, generated by a
dielectric-barrier discharge (DBD), is combined with nanosecond laser
ablation (248 nm, 25 ns, 10 Hz) to deposit silver particle aerosols onto the
substrate at atmospheric pressure. The deposition of the particle is examined
using various microscopy techniques and absorption spectroscopy for the
plasma jet produced by operating DBD in the normal and reversed mode.
Plasma facilitated the deposition process by delivering the particle to the
substrate and significantly influenced its morphology depending on the jet
interaction, length, and substrate position. In both cases, the particles are
clustered; however, there is less deposit for the plasma ignited in the reverse
mode. The theoretical analysis of the deposition process is performed using
ANSYS software and evaluated in terms of plasma-induced flow velocity. This
study infers that the hybrid plasma-laser deposition scheme considered is
attractive for material processing and deposition, especially overextended
substrate distances, and for altering the properties of the deposited particles
for practical utilization in surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy, solar cells,
and catalysis.

1. Introduction

Energy-harvesting plasmonic nanostructures of silver and gold
have been extensively investigated for entrancing applications
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such as sensors, subwavelength
waveguides, photocatalysis, solar
cells, enhanced fluorescence, and
surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy
(SERS).[1–3] Silver nanoparticles (NPs)-
coated plasmonic active surfaces are
offering optoelectronic, thermal, and bio-
logical properties.[4] They are conductive
(with the highest electrical conductiv-
ity of 6.3 × 107 Sm−1), transparent,
less brittle, and chemically resistive—
making them suitable candidates for
high-performance and long-lasting
flexible electrodes, touch screens of
modern smartphones, flat panel televi-
sions, and solar cell technologies.[5–9]

The fabrication of plasmonic ac-
tive nanomaterials and surfaces in
industrially favorable atmospheric con-
ditions can momentously facilitate large-
scale applications. Previously, chemical
methods such as sol–gel, hydrother-
mal, spray pyrolysis, chemical bath

deposition, and physical methods including magnetron sputter-
ing, atomic layer deposition, and pulsed deposition have been
used to make these materials.[9–17] Chemical methods use water
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or organic solvents and employ three main components: metal
precursors, reducing agents, and stabilizing/capping agents for
the preparation of nanosilver. The process is done under specific
conditions of temperature and pressure, usually in a heated reac-
tion chamber under vacuum, and using a surfactant to manipu-
late the material properties. There is often a possibility of impu-
rity traces that remain in the final product. Physical methods of-
fer several advantages but require vacuum chambers and expen-
sive vacuum pumps that make these methods more complex and
have increased overall cost. Contrary to this, atmospheric pulsed
laser deposition (APLD) has emerged as a simpler and more cost-
effective method that does not require high-vacuum chambers
and expensive vacuum pumps. Due to the feasible work environ-
ment, it is easy to deal with almost all types of substrates. Being
an inexpensive and faster deposition method, it offers a viable
platform to make various nanomaterials. Contrary to laser abla-
tion in a vacuum, in the ambient condition, the interaction of
the laser pulse of sufficient energy with a solid target ablates a
thin surface layer and forms a nonexpanding plasma plume near
the target surface. The ablation plume moves pretty slowly (500
ms−1 at 1.4 J. cm−2) due to the ambient constraints and its expan-
sion is restricted to a couple of millimeters.[1] In such a scenario,
the deposition of the ablation material over a widely spaced sub-
strate is a major concern to address. Coupling a plasma jet with
the ablation process can assist the deposition process—the ab-
lation material is entrained with the plasma outflow and can be
delivered to the substrate for deposition.

Previously, pulsed laser deposition under vacuum has been
widely investigated for particulate solid films of silver and gold
for SERS and Ni NPs for catalysis applications.[16–18] Nowadays,
APLD has emerged as a scorching research topic in the fron-
tier of nanofabrication. A preliminary investigation into APLD
is looking at the viability of this method; (i) to confiscate the
requirements of high-vacuum chambers and expensive vacuum
pumps, (ii) to reduce the operation cost, and (iii) to provide a flex-
ible and relatively faster nanofabrication platform to meet the to-
day’s requirement in nanotechnology. In the past two decades,
tremendous efforts were devoted to the practical realization of
APLD and a wide range of nanomaterials were produced.[19–33]

Although APLD has shown promise, there have been some is-
sues that need to be addressed such as localized surface deposi-
tion, surface etching, and small target-to-substrate distance. Re-
cent studies conducted by Khan et al. have demonstrated the
viability of APLD with a vertically directed flowing gas jet of
32 ms−1, which has effectively transported the particle aerosol
onto the substrate.[1,18,34] With the gas jet, the particle aerosol,
formed by the collisional condensation of the ablation plume ab-
lation was effectively transported onto the substrate, positioned
at 1.3 cm from the ablation spot. The deposited nanomaterial
worked well as a SERS substrate for the chemical detection of
Rh6G and crystal violet. The underlying approach provided suf-
ficient room to tune the particle size, surface coverage, and mor-
phological features by working with the laser shot number, sub-
strate distance, gas flow, and laser fluence. Working with the
gas flow, the surface redeposition and substrate surface etching
by the plasma plume in the case of close proximity deposition
was largely eliminated. Furthermore, for the thin films, the de-
position process on a remotely spaced substrate was impressively
improved.

An ionized gas jet such as formed by the dielectric-barrier dis-
charge (DBD) source can be integrated with the ablation process
to enhance the deposition of particle aerosol at atmospheric pres-
sure. Unlikely gas flow, the plasma hybrid deposition scheme has
great efficacy of transporting material over a longer deposition
distance without slowing down significantly. DBD plasma jets
are partially ionized gases that operate at energy nonequilibrium,
where electrons are at much higher temperature than the atoms
and are touchable.[35–39] In DBDs, excessive and rapid discharge
is suppressed by the dielectric (glass, alumina, mica, etc.), result-
ing in a discharge that does not produce an arc (spark) and for
this reason, it is also called a silent discharge. When discharge
happens, a charge is accumulated in the dielectric, similar to a
capacitor and the discharge occurs at lower voltages when the
ac voltage reverses its direction. The jet is characterized by elec-
tron number density, ne ≈109–1013 cm−3 and temperature, Te ≈

1–10 eV. The DBD streamers propagate at much higher speeds
of 104–106 ms−1, several orders of magnitude higher than the
gas flow and indicate that these plasma jets are driven by the
electric fields.[35,36] Experimental and computational knowledge
studies of guided streamers, in particular related to the propaga-
tion dynamics of ionization waves, are very useful to materials
science and nanotechnology and have been described by various
researchers.[35–39] From a deposition perspective, an interesting
feature of the DBD plasma is the electric wind, a spin-off of the
plasma electric fields, also known as “ionic or corona wind.” This
is a well-known phenomenon and has motivated several studies
on the effects of electric fields on fluid flow and mass transfer.
Under the upshot of ionic wind, plasma induces a bulk momen-
tum in the gas flow that enhances its speed and subsequently the
deposition rate.[40,41] The use of DBD plasma jets for deposition is
an interesting research topic, as it has not been extensively stud-
ied in the literature. This method could potentially lead to signif-
icant advancements in nanofabrication technology and broaden
scientific knowledge across various disciplines.

Here, we describe a hybrid scheme that combines shorter and
extended DBD plasma jets with a ns pulsed laser ablation pro-
cess for the deposition of particulate plasmonic nanostructures
of silver. The procedure is based on the mechanism of driving
the particle aerosol with a flowing stream of ionized gas jet. The
deposition of the nanomaterial with both plasma jets was ana-
lyzed and conducted SERS tests to examine the functional nanos-
tructures for chemical detection. Theoretical analysis of the gas
flow in the presence of discharge was also done using ANSYS
software to support the experimental findings. This scheme ad-
dresses pre-existing challenges such as (1) the deposition of wide-
range and high-purity materials without using chemical precur-
sors, (2) faster deposition rate and deposition on widely spaced
surfaces in an industrially favorable environment, and (3) en-
abled morphological features and scalable large surface deposi-
tion. Encouraging applications include solar cells, catalysis, and
sensor.

2. Experimental Section

The experiment involved using an argon plasma jet, produced
in the normal and reversed electrode configurations to trans-
port ablation material for deposition on substrates. A quartz,
tube reactor was used, with two ring-type metal electrodes,
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Figure 1. A sketch of the experimental hybrid-plasma APLD setup showing a vertically downstream outflowing plasma jet, focused laser radiation for
ablation, plasma plume of silver and nanoparticle deposition on the surface of the substrate. The inset is a photograph of the visible argon plasma jet,
penetrating into the ambient air from the downstream open end of the tube.

wrapped around the tube to produce a filamentary-type discharge
(Figure 1). The flow rate of argon process gas was controlled by
a mass flow controller at the inlet of the quartz tube. An alter-
nating current (ac) of high peak amplitude of 18 − 20 × 103 V
at a frequency of 15 × 103 Hz was applied across the electrodes
to excite and sustain the gas discharge. The plasma jet proceed-
ing from the open end of the tube (inset of Figure 1) was ad-
justed parallel to the target surface as close as possible to enable
its interaction with the ablation plume and particle deposition.
A 248 nm, 25 ns excimer laser, operating at a repetition rate of
10 Hz was used for ablation. The nanomaterial transported with
the plasma jet was collected on glass, silicon, and Cu-TEM grids
and examined using electron microscopy, high-resolution trans-
mission electron microscopy (HR-TEM), and absorbance spec-
troscopy. The discharge properties were examined using a digital
oscilloscope, HV probe, and iCCD. SERS measurements of Rho-
damine 6G (Rh6G), spread on the substrate were taken using a
Raman spectrometer of spectral resolution 2 cm−1, and excitation
radiation of 532 nm. An ANSYS software was used to simulate
the magnitude of the induced velocity under DBD discharge. The
experimental gas discharge condition and deposition parameters
are listed in Table 1.

3. Results and Discussion

The electrical and optical measurements of the plasma were per-
formed to understand the mode of operation of the plasma de-
vice. The high-voltage ac and current waveforms of the plasma

were measured, and it was observed that the plasma operated
in a filamentary regime, with a single large current peak and
small current traces appearing per half-cycle of the ac voltage
(Figure 2a). The magnitude of the current traces was almost twice
in the negative half-cycle, indicating effective discharge during
this cycle. Upon electrical excitation, a visible plasma is formed
inside the tube, which extended beyond the tube orifice as a long
luminescence plasma jet (Figure 2b). The plasma density in the
active region was estimated to be around ne ≈ 10 13 cm−3. The
formation mechanisms of such plasma jets have been explained
in the previous literature.[35–40]

The deposition of NPs by the plasma jet on Si was examined
by scanning electron microscope (SEM) at two different magni-
fications (Figure 3a,b). For the substrate position of 0.8 cm, the
length of the plasma jet was sufficient for interaction with the
surface. It was observed that the plasma jet resulted in a large
deposit of material on the surface compared with no plasma con-
dition and it also facilitated the formation of large-size agglomer-
ates. However, it was unclear whether these agglomerates were
formed during the interaction of the plasma jet with the ablation
plume or after the deposit had set on the surface. The deposi-
tion of nanomaterials under no plasma condition is described
in our previous studies.[1,34] Under no plasma condition when
the discharge is off, the particle is flowed in the gas to deliver it
to the substrate. It was observed that the film with the plasma
was more blackish in appearance, and the strength and spectral
features of the surface plasmon resonance (SPR) of the plasma-
driven nanostructures were significantly different (Figure 4). The
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Table 1. Experimental conditions/parameters of pulsed laser ablation and plasma ignition.

Pulsed laser ablation Plasma

Laser-type Pulse duration Excimer 25 ns Plasma source
Reactor type

DBD
Quartz tube

Ablation spot 0.74 cm2 Excitation voltage 18–20 kV

Laser HV 26 kV Frequency 15 kHz

Laser fluence 3.4 J-cm2 Electrode Ring type (Cu)

Ablation media Gas flow, plasma Process gas Argon

Laser wavelength 248 nm Gas flowrate 3.5–7.0 lit. min-1

Rep. rate 10 Hz Plasma density 6.5 × 1013 cm-3

Laser power 7 W Gas feed tube (id/od) 2.4/3.0 mm

Deposition time 600 s Discharge type ac filamentary

Deposition distance 8–35 mm Discharge current 5 mA

broad feature of SPR stretching in the IR region (spanning over
the spectral region from 320 to 800 nm) indicated an interactive
behavior of the particles due to dipole–dipole interaction, which
was increased with an increase in particle size and decreased with
an increase in interparticle separation and is approximated by
(R∕d)2L+1 where R and d are the particle size and interparticles
separation, respectively, and L is the multipole order with L = 1
for the dipole and 2 for the quadrupole. This led to a red-shift
in the spectral wavelength of the SPR absorption.[42–45] The SPR
broad features are associated with both intrinsic and extrinsic
properties of the film.[42,43] The discussion leads two conclusions,
first, the plasma jet enhances the deposition rate, which can be
linked to the phenomenon of electro-hydrodynamic gas pump-
ing (EHD) induced by the presence of high electric fields in the
plasma region. Second, the plasma jet promotes particle cluster-
ing (agglomerates), which could be due to the presence of charge
imbalance on the particles that creates a Coulomb attractive force
and holds the particles together.[46–48] The attachment of electrons
to relatively large-size particles makes them negatively charged.
The interaction of these particles with the uncharged smaller-size
particles generates a stochastic charge fluctuation, which results
in a net attractive force between the particles, keeping the par-
ticles stuck together physically.[47] In addition, the dusty plasma
framework can be used to explain the interaction of plasma and
metal particles as a hybrid system.[48] Another significant aspect
is the plasma turbulence effect, especially in the context of an
electro-hydrodynamic (EHD) jet. The fluid instability of the EHD
jet induces turbulence onset, which causes the mixing of the ar-
gon and the surrounding air. This mixing results in the formation
of more than one preferential pathway through which the plasma
plume can propagate, leading to the branching of the plasma
front.[49] As a consequence, expectedly, it also leads to collision-
ality and resulted in particle clustering and the stochastic insur-
gence of anomalous clusters. Additionally, turbulence promotes
air entrainment in the plasma plume, which can result in the ox-
idation of particles with the formation of reactive oxygen species.
This was clearly observed in the EDX results not shown here as
well as indicated by the blackish color of the deposit. However, the
potential onset of turbulence, typically associated with the prop-
agation of an ionic wind pressure wave along the plasma plume
is not considered in the current study due to its limited scope.

However, the literature contains interesting reports on these cru-
cial aspects.[49,50]

The deposit was further characterized using HIM, TEM, HR-
TEM, and the images are displayed in Figure 5a–c. The parti-
cle size distribution in Figure 5a was obtained by making anal-
ysis in ImageJ software. Consistent with the SEM study, parti-
cle aggregates were also clearly visible in the HIM and TEM mi-
crographs. The images obtained from the characterization tech-
niques helped to better describe the particle morphology and de-
fine surface features with more clarity. The fringe formation in
the HR-TEM image indicates the crystalline nature of the parti-
cle. In the HIM image, apart from agglomerated particulates, the
surface also showed isolated particles of mean Feret diameter ≈

20 (14) nm with the number in the bracket denoting the standard
deviation in the particle size. To understand the dependence of
the particle deposition on the jet length, a particle film was made
with the plasma jet excited in flowing argon at 3.5 lit. min−1.
The substrate was moved farther away downstream of the tube
orifice to prevent the pronounced interaction of the plasma jet
with the surface and avoid surface etching. For 3.5 lit. min−1, the
jet length was significantly increased to ≈40 mm. The HIM and
SEM of the films made on Si under his condition are shown in
Figure 6a,b, respectively. For this discharge, the plasma jet length
is about two times larger than in the previous case and the thick-
ness of the jet varies over the entire length with a considerably
thinner morphological feature at the tail. The altered interaction
of the needle-like narrow tail with the surface leads to a parti-
cle distribution that is different from the previous case. In this
case, the substrate shows a sparse distribution of isolated parti-
cles with an angle average size of about 11 (5) nm, obtained from
the lognormal function, fitted to the particle Feret size distribu-
tion histogram. Apart from the population of isolated particles,
large features were also observed as indicated by the red circle
in image (Figure 6a). The formation of such features with the ar-
gon plasma jets is the discharge induced effect and is not fully
understood at this stage. Figure 7a,b shows the deposit obtained
with the plasma jet operated in reversed mode by setting the live
electrode downstream and ground upstream of the reactor, while
the rest of the plasma conditions persist. In this configuration,
plasma jet was not emitted in regular fashion; however, plasma
bullets were observed outside the reactor in a random manner.
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Figure 2. a) The typical waveforms of applied ac voltage and the discharge current of argon DBD plasma. b) The optical images of the plasma jet
generated at 7 and 3.5 lit. min−1 in argon flow and recorded with an iCCD camera for 3 ms (reproduced with copyright permission from Springer
Nature[34]). The vertical red dotted line indicates the tube outlet from where the plasma jet emanates in the open ambient.

Again, there was a significant increase in the surface coverage
and particles are clustered likely observed in the normal mode
operation of the plasma. The surface also showed deposit of in-
teresting features (see inset of Figure 7a). The deposit in these
cases was relatively less compared with the normal mode case.
This could be possibly attributed to the less EHD effect of the
plasma when operated in the reversed mode operation. Never-
theless, this clearly indicates that the large deposit obtained with
the plasma is associated with the additional flow velocity induced

by the discharge. The actual magnitude of the induced velocity is
not very clear in the two cases and needs further detailed investi-
gation to come up with a better understanding of the effect. For
the normal mode, a theoretical description exists and is presented
in the last section. We also noticed that in each case the plasma
stream does facilitate the formation of particle aggregates. It is
noteworthy that the aggregate behavior of silver nanoparticles is
of high significance in connection to sensing, antibiotics in ma-
rine biology and many more.
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Figure 3. a,b) SEM images of silver particulate film deposited with the
plasma jet, excited in argon, flowing through the quartz tube at 7 lit. min−1,
on Si, placed at 8 mm from the tube orifice with the downstream orifice of
the tube is positioned at 2 mm from the laser ablation spot on the target.

Figure 4. Surface plasmon resonance absorbance of silver nanoparticle
films produced with the discharge on (red curve) and off (green curve) on
quartz surface, positioned at 8 mm from the outlet of the tube and 6 mm
from the ablation spot. For the baseline correction, a reference absorbance
of the bare quartz surface was used.

For the distribution of ablation material on the substrate, a
scanned image of the deposit obtained with a flatbed scanner was
analyzed in Gwydion software. The flatbed-scanned image was
recorded with a resolution of 150 dots per inch (dpi) and pro-
cessed in Gwydion as shown in Figure 8a. This image showed a
variation in material distribution, with a thick deposit near the
plasma-surface interaction zone and a rarefied region with less
deposit toward the peripheral region. Radial surface profiles ob-
tained with a fixed resolution of 100 px over the regions indicated
by the arrows are shown in Figure 8c. The line scans indicate the
thicker region with more deposits (marked as 1–5), and the outer
thinner region with less deposit (marked as 6 and 7). Figure 8d is
the curve obtained for the film region, enclosed by the red rectan-
gle in Figure 8a and shows an average film roughness of ≈72.22

± 26.27 nm. Additionally, a 1-dimensional fast Fourier transform
(1D-FFT) image (Figure 8b obtained in the horizontal direction
for the indicated thicker region from the Fourier Modulus Den-
sity (FMD) curve), (not displayed here) indicated the formation
of a single-phase crystalline nature of the particulate structure.
These results demonstrate that the quality and associated SPR
characteristics of the film strongly depend on the plasma deposi-
tion conditions.

Noble metal nanostructures such as nanosilver possess local-
ized surface plasmon resonances (LSPRs) that give them use-
ful optical properties, particularly for surface-enhanced Raman
spectroscopy (SERS).[4–7,51] A widely accepted mechanism for
surface-enhanced processes is predominantly electromagnetic in
nature.[52] The plasma-produced nanosilver–coated surface was
tested in SERS for the chemical detection of Rhodamine 6G
(Rh6G), and the SERS performance was quantified in terms of
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) and Apparent Enhancement Factor
(AEF). The average SERS spectra showed well-defined phonon
bands in the spectral region of 300–1800 cm−1 (Figure 9). The
results SNR and AEF were calculated using statistical analysis
and compared with a commercially available substrate and the
silver film previously reported in ref. [1]. Rhodamine 6G (Rh6G)
of strength 2.7 × 10−5 m was spread on the coated surface and
excited by 532 nm laser radiation, which was focused through
a 100× objective lens. The plasma-produced SERS substrate ex-
hibited peaks of Rh6G with more clarity than in previous stud-
ies in ref. [1], with an SNR of 2.09 × 102 and an AEF of 9.23
× 102. Although the plasma-produced SERS substrate had large
agglomerates which were not effective for point–to–point repro-
ducible SERS signals, it was still useful for detection purposes
in the lab. There are possibilities to reduce and control agglom-
erate formation to improve its SERS performance. In addition to
SERS, the plasma-assisted method studied here is suitable for the
deposition of catalytic materials such as Ni, Pt, Pd, and photoac-
tive oxides such as TiO2 for applications in optical and chemical
catalysis.

4. Theoretical Description

An interesting aspect of particle deposition with nonthermal
plasma jets is the increased deposition rate. This can be explained
in terms of the flow velocity induced by the discharge. To under-
stand this fact, a brief theoretical analysis, based on the conserva-
tion laws, was considered without taking into account the viscous
effect of the fluid, which deteriorates the operation of the DBD
plasma device. For the 1D geometry, the volumetric force F due
to the applied electric field E of the applied ac voltage on the gas
flow in the main discharge region can be expressed as follows:

F = e ∗ Δn ∗ E (1)

where e is the charge of an electron, and Δn is the plasma charge
density (usually the difference between positive and negative
charge species).

Since∇.E = e ∗ Δn
𝜀o

(2)

(Poisson Equation)
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Figure 5. Silver particulate film produced with argon plasma ignited at 7 lit. min−1 on Si, Cu-TEM- grids with amorphous carbon film and examined
with: a) Helium ion microscopy, b) transmission electron microscopy, and c) high-resolution transmission electron microscopy. The HRTEM image
(c) isreproduced with copyright permission from Springer Nature[34].
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Figure 6. a) Helium ion microscopy and b) SEM images of silver nanoparticle produce by plasma assists hybrid scheme at 3.5 lit. min−1 with the
substrate positioned at 35 mm downstream from outlet of the tube. c) c) The particle Feret diameters distribution obtained for the image in (a). The red
circle in (a) indicates the formation of large-clustered structures. (This SEM image is reproduced with copyright permission from Springer Nature[34]).

where 𝜖o is the dielectric permittivity of free space with a value
of 8.854 ×10-12 F m – 1.

By combining Equations (1) and (2), we get the expression for
the force in terms of the electric field;

F = 1
2
𝜀o∇E2 (3)

Due to this force, the working gas feed in the tube will feel a
momentum downstream in the forward direction. Thus, if Vo is
the gas flow velocity upstream the DBD region (without plasma
effect) and V is the gas velocity downstream the DBD region (with

plasma effect), then by momentum equation, we have

1
2
𝜌 V2 = ∫ F.ds + 1

2
𝜌V2

0 (4)

By substituting Equation (3) in Equation (4) and simplifying
we get

1
2
𝜌 V2 = 1

2
𝜀oE

2 + 1
2
𝜌V2

0 (5)
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Figure 7. SEM images showing surface nanofeatures of Si, covered with
silver nanoparticles using an argon plasma jet, launched in the reversed
mode by setting the live electrode downstream and ground upstream of
the reactor while the rest of the plasma conditions persist.

where 𝜌 is the density of the gas, which is argon in this case.

Eq.5 ⇒ V =
(
𝜀oE

2

𝜌
+ V2

0

) 1
2

(6)

Expression in Equation (6) estimates the final velocity of the
gas flow with an induced velocity term 𝜀oE2

𝜌
.

The maximum limit of the plasma induced flow velocity in the
absence of any flowing gas (V2

0 = 0) is given by:

⇒ V =
(
𝜀oE2

𝜌

)1∕2

(7)

It is notable regarding the modeling of the ionic wind (gas
flow), Equation (2) indicates that the electric field arises from the
charge imbalance, yet later on, the electric field is calculated from
the applied voltage to keep the problem simple. The ANSYS soft-
ware does not model any electric field effect and just models the
flow at a higher flow velocity leaving the tube. Similarly, any in-
crease or decrease in the gas density is neglected if the gas flow
is accelerated as it moves between the electrodes. For argon gas
of density 𝜌 = 1.2 kg m − 3 and with the maximum electric field
in the discharge region of max magnitude E[V/m] = Vvoltage /d
(where Vvoltage is the ac voltage across the electrodes and d is
the interelectrode separation), the possible maximum numerical
value of the DBD induced gas flow velocity Vmax at atmospheric
conditions is about 70 m s−1. Thus, for an argon gas flow veloc-
ity of 32 m s−1, the maximum possible theoretical outflow ve-
locity of magnitude 75 m s−1 could be obtained with the DBD
discharge. This determines the maximum limit of DBD-induced
velocity in a gas flow at atmospheric pressure. Instead, these val-
ues are much higher than the simulated values obtained by AN-
SYS, presented in Figure 10a,b. The velocity contours displayed
in Figure 10a,b indicate that in the presence of DBD discharge,
the magnitude of the maximum induced velocity achieved was
about 31.5 m s−1 (@3.5 lit. per min) and 44.5 (@ 7 lit. per min)

m s−1. These values are smaller than the maximum values de-
scribed by Equation (7). The experimental values could be even
further smaller because up till now, to the best of our knowledge,
nobody has reported such a large increase in the induced veloc-
ity by the DBD discharge. However, this result makes one thing
quite obvious: the plasma imparts some momentum to the bulk
flow of the gas due to the electric fields that exist in the discharge
regime and speeds up the gas flow as described by Equation (7).
Consequently, the faster gas flow in the presence of the discharge
carries the nanomaterial more effectively at atmospheric pres-
sure to the substrate and leads to an enhanced deposition rate.
Furthermore, due to the electrical nature of the plasma jet, it is
difficult to obtain accurate flow velocity measurements using tra-
ditional Pitot tubes, as an electrical breakdown occurs at the in-
terface of the plasma jet and the flow detection probe. To further
understand the effect of the plasma-induced gas flow velocity on
deposition rate, it is suggested that a dielectric Pitot tube could
be used to measure the actual value of the plasma-induced gas
flow velocity in the presence of DBD plasma.

5. Conclusion

In summary, the paper explored a hybrid plasma-assist scheme
of deposition that combines the benefits of both DBD plasma
jet and ns pulsed laser ablation. By using ionized gas to drive
the particle aerosol, the deposition of high-purity materials with-
out the use of chemical precursors was made possible at ambi-
ent conditions. Additionally, the faster deposition rate and the
ability to deposit particles on widely spaced surfaces with altered
morphologies make this scheme industrially favorable. The sur-
face nanofeatures strongly depend on the jet interaction with the
substrate, substrate position, and jet length. For substrate at the
extended position, particles exhibited sparse distribution, while
close to the ablation zone, these were assembled in large ag-
gregates. In the reverse mode operation, the particle deposition
was less than in the normal operation but with similar morpho-
logical features. While the substrate was found better for SERS,
the signals were not reproducible due to the large spatial variation
of the particle nanofeatures as well as surface coverage. The theo-
retical simulation showed that the gas flow velocity was increased
with the discharge, leading to an enhanced deposition rate. The
study concludes that the plasma-jet scheme provides a rapid plat-
form to address some of the existing challenges in nanofabri-
cation and suggests an interesting extension of the scheme to
multicomponent hard plasmonic nanostructures of titanium ni-
tride (TiN) for applications in antimicrobial, microelectronic, and
surgical devices. There is a need to consider the potential onset
of turbulence, associated with the propagation of an ionic wind
pressure wave along the plasma plume to explain the increased
clustering and the oxidation of nanoparticles.
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Figure 8. a) Calibrated flatbed scanner image of silver deposit recorded with a resolution of 150 dots per inch (dpi); b) 1-D FFT image for the indicated
region in (a); c) the surface radial profiles for the indicated regions 1–7; and d) average roughness obtained for the whole film region shown in (a).

Figure 9. SERS spectra of Rh6G dye (2.7 × 10−5 m) measured on plasma–produced silver films: a) with background and b) without background, using
laser excitation wavelength 532 nm and exposure time 5 s (with copyright permission from Springer Nature).[18] The calibration of the system was done
with a silicon surface using the peak at 521.237 cm−1 and for background correction, a polynomial of degree 8 was used.
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Figure 10. Velocity magnitude contours: a) and b) [×101], of argon flow theoretically simulated at 3.5 and 7 lit. min−1 with the DBD plasma operated in
the tabular geometry and electrodes separation of 20 mm. The red dotted line indicates exit of the tube from where the plasma outflow emanates into
the ambient air.
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